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Abstract
The crucial role of networking in Cloud computing calls for a holistic vision of both networking
and computing systems that leads to composite network–compute service provisioning.
Software-Defined Network (SDN) is a fundamental advancement in networking that enables
network programmability. SDN and software-defined compute/storage systems form a
Software-Defined Cloud Environment (SDCE) that may greatly facilitate composite network–
compute service provisioning to Cloud users. Therefore, networking and computing systems
need to be modeled and analyzed as composite service provisioning systems in order to obtain
thorough understanding about service performance in SDCEs. In this paper, a novel approach for
modeling composite network–compute service capabilities and a technique for evaluating
composite network–compute service performance are developed. The analytic method pro-
posed in this paper is general and agnostic to service implementation technologies; thus is
applicable to a wide variety of network–compute services in SDCEs. The results obtained in this
paper provide useful guidelines for federated control and management of networking and
computing resources to achieve Cloud service performance guarantees.
& 2015 Chongqing University of Posts and Telecommunications. Production and Hosting by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing is a large scale distributed computing
paradigm driven by economies of scale, in which a pool of
abstracted, virtualized, dynamically scalable computing
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functions are delivered on demand as services to external
customers over the Internet [1]. Networking plays a crucial
role in Cloud computing. From a service provisioning
perspective, the services received by Cloud end users
comprise not only computing functions provided by Cloud
data centers but also communications functions offered by
networks. Results obtained from recent study on Cloud
service performance have indicated that networking has a
significant impact on quality of Cloud services, and in many
cases data communications become a bottleneck that limits
Clouds from supporting high-performance applications
[2,3]. Therefore, networks with Quality of Service (QoS)
capabilities become an indispensable ingredient for high-
performance Cloud service provisioning.

For example, consider a scenario in which an application
utilizes the Cloud infrastructure for storing and processing a
large data set and requires upper bounded response delay.
This application may use the computing capability of
Amazon EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) and the storage
capacity of Amazon S3 (Simple Storage Service). In order
for the user to access EC2 and S3, network services must
also be provided for data transmissions from the user to S3
virtual disk, between S3 disk and the EC2 server (if EC2 and
S3 are located at different sites), and from EC2 server back
to the user. Therefore, the end-to-end service offered to
the user is essentially a composition of both Cloud services
and network services. In order to meet the service delay
requirement of the application, sufficient amount of net-
working resources (e.g. transmission bandwidth and packet
forwarding capacity) must be provided to guarantee net-
work delay performance in addition to the computing and
storage resources offered by the Cloud infrastructure for
meeting data processing and storing requirements.

The significant role that networking plays in Cloud service
provisioning calls for a holistic vision of the computing and
networking systems involved a Cloud environment. Such a
vision requires federated management, control, and optimiza-
tion of computing and networking resources for composite
service provisioning. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is one
of the latest revolutions in the networking field, which
decouples network control and data forwarding functions;
thus enabling network control to be programmable and under-
lying network infrastructure to be abstracted for applications
[4]. The logically centralized control plane in SDN allows upper
layer applications to program the underlying network platform
through a standard API; therefore can provide better support
for Cloud computing. Expectation of more agile Cloud services
also requires a high degree of programmability for computing
infrastructure, which leads to software-defined computing and
storage. Software-defined network, compute, and storage
systems, when integrated together, enable an environment
with fully automated provisioning and orchestration of IT
infrastructures for Cloud computing, which is referred to as
Software-Defined Cloud Environment (SDCE) [5].

A key to realize the SDCE notion is orchestration of hetero-
geneous network, compute, and storage systems for composite
service provisioning. The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
provides an effective mechanism for heterogeneous system
integration through loose-coupling interactions among system
components. SOA has been widely adopted in Cloud computing
via the IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS paradigms. Applying SOA in the
field of networking leads to the Network-as-a-Service (NaaS)
paradigm that enables encapsulation and virtualization of
networking resources in the form of SOA-compliant network
services. NaaS allows network infrastructure to be virtualized,
exposed, and accessed as services that can be orchestrated
with computing services in a Cloud environment to provision
composite network–compute services to Cloud users [6].
Recently NaaS has been proposed as a key mechanism in SDN
for achieving end-to-end QoS provisioning [7]. Therefore SOA
may form a basis for service provisioning in SDCEs.

As SDCE being rapidly adopted by service providers, it
becomes important to obtain thorough understanding about
performance of composite network–compute service provi-
sioning, which is the service performance actually perceived
by Cloud users. Since networking has a strong impact on
end-to-end performance for Cloud service provisioning,
Cloud service performance should be evaluated with a
holistic vision of both computing and networking aspects.
For example, suppose a biology lab creates 100 GB of raw
data that will be processed in Amazon EC2 Cloud. Assume
that the lab obtained 10 EC2 virtual machine instances and
each instance can process 20 GB data per hour, then the
total processing time of the Cloud service is only 30 min.
However, if the lab uses a network service that offers
200 Mb/s throughput for data transmission to the EC2
server, then even the single-trip delay for data transmission
from the lab to EC2 servers will be 67 min. In this example
network delay for round-trip data transmission contributes
more than 80% of the total service delay; thus demonstrat-
ing the significant impact of networking on Cloud service
performance.

Analytical modeling and analysis provide an effective
approach to obtaining insights about end-to-end service
performance. Cloud performance analysis has attracted
attention of the research community and many results have
been reported in the literatures. However, the significant
impact of network performance on Cloud service provision-
ing has not been sufficiently considered in these works. On
the other hand, although network performance has been
extensively studied, currently available techniques typically
lack the ability to analyze composite systems that consist of
heterogeneous networking and computing functionalities.
Therefore, system modeling and performance analysis for
composite network–compute service provisioning in SDCEs
are still an open problem.

Network–compute service orchestration in SDCEs brings
in new challenges to service modeling and performance
analysis. Key features of Cloud computing and NaaS, such
as virtualization and abstraction of networking and com-
puting resources, make service provisioning independent
of system implementations; thus requiring modeling and
analysis methods to be general and agnostic to network
and Cloud implementations. In order to tackle this chal-
lenge, a novel modeling approach is proposed in this paper
for characterizing the service capabilities of composite
network–compute systems. Analysis techniques are devel-
oped based on this model for evaluating delay perfor-
mance of composite network–compute services. The
developed modeling and analysis techniques are general
and agnostic to network and Cloud implementations; thus
are applicable to composite network–compute service
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An overview

of network–compute service composition in SDCEs is given in
Section 2. Related works on Cloud service performance
evaluation and the new challenges brought in by network–
compute service composition in SDCEs are discussed in
Section 3. A new service capability model is proposed in
Section 4 and applied in Section 5 to characterize capabil-
ities of composite network–compute service systems in
SDCEs. A technique for evaluating delay performance for
composite network–compute service is developed in Section
6. Section 7 provides numerical results for illustrating
applications of the developed techniques. Section 8 draws
conclusions.

2. Composite network–compute service
provisioning in software-defined cloud
environments

Virtualization is a key enabling technology for Cloud computing
and the SOA forms a foundation for Cloud service provisioning.
Recent research and development have been bridging the
power of SOA and virtualization in the context of Cloud
computing ecosystem [8]. The Open Grid Forum (OGF) is
working on the Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) stan-
dard, which defines SOA-compliant open interfaces for inter-
acting with Cloud infrastructure. The SOA principle has strongly
influenced the service models of most Cloud service providers.
For example Amazon expose its compute and storage Cloud
services via Web service interfaces.

Virtualization will play a crucial role in the next genera-
tion networks [9]. Network virtualization separates network
service provisioning from data transport infrastructure.
Applying SOA in network virtualization enables resources
in network infrastructure to be abstracted as infrastructure
services. Network service providers can construct different
virtual networks by utilizing network infrastructure services
to offer end-to-end network services for meeting diverse
user requirements. Upper layer applications can utilize the
underlying networking platform by accessing the network
services through a standard abstract interface, which is
essentially a Network-as-a-Service (NaaS) paradigm.

Software-Defined Network (SDN) represents a fundamental
advancement in the field of networking. SDN technology also
brings new possibility for Cloud service providers. By taking
advantage of the logically centralized control of network
resources, it is possible to simplify and optimize management
of Cloud networks to achieve more flexible and efficient intra-
data center networking and improved inter-datacenter com-
munications. NaaS can be applied in SDN to further enhance
flexibility and performance of network service provisioning. SDN
and software-defined compute and storage systems form the
three key components of a Software-Defined Cloud Environ-
ment (SDCE).

A framework for service-oriented SDCE architecture is shown
in Fig. 1. The infrastructure layer in this framework comprises
physical infrastructure for data transmission, processing, and
storage. The control functions are decoupled from physical
infrastructure and logically centralized at the software-defined
network, compute, and storage controllers, which form the
control layer of the framework. The NaaS paradigm exposes
networking functionalities as SOA-compliant services in the
same way as IaaS interface exposes compute and storage
resources as services. The service layer supports high-level
abstractions of both networking and computing systems and
provides a unified mechanism to orchestrate network and
compute services to form composite services, which are
provisioned to user applications on the application layer. In
this framework, service-oriented virtualization of both net-
working and computing systems enables federated control,
management, and optimization of the resources in both
networking and computing domains.

From a service provisioning perspective, the services
offered to end users are composite services that comprise
both computing functions (for data process and/or storage)
and communication functions (for data transmission). A
typical end-to-end provisioning system for composite net-
work–compute services is shown in Fig. 2, which consists of
Cloud infrastructure that offers compute service and the
communication network that provides network services.

SDCE is an integrated service delivery environment in which
network and compute services, used to be offered separately
by different providers, converge into composite network–com-
pute services. Therefore SDCE enables a new service model that
allows the roles of traditional Internet service providers and
Cloud service providers merge together for composite service
provisioning. Such a new service environment may stimulate
innovations in the development, deployment, and utilization of
Cloud services; thus creating a wide variety of new business
opportunities.
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3. Challenges to performance evaluation of
composite network–compute services

Service performance is one of the decisive factors in adoption
of the new Cloud computing paradigm for various applications.
Therefore, performance evaluation of Cloud services has
attracted extensive research interest.

In [10] the authors developed an approach to evaluating the
performance of various Cloud service offerings with different
configurations. An experimental evaluation on Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) was reported in the paper to verify this
approach. Hill and Humphrey [11] have quantitatively evaluated
EC2's performance for the common MPI-based scientific comput-
ing applications. The authors of [2] presented a comprehensive
performance evaluation of Amazon EC2 for supporting high-
performance computing using representative workloads of a
typical supercomputing center. A portable and extensible frame-
work for generating and submitting test workloads to computing
Clouds was designed in [12]. The authors employed this frame-
work to study Cloud response time in various metrics including
overheads for acquiring and realizing virtual computing
resources. In [13] the authors quantified the presence of
many-task-computing users in real scientific computing work-
loads and performed an empirical evaluation of the performance
of four commercial Cloud services. The authors of [14] examined
the performance and cost of using Cloud computing for
supporting scientific workflow applications, which consist of a
set of loosely-coupled computing tasks connected through data-
and control-flow dependencies. Li and his coauthors constructed
a taxonomy of performance evaluation of commercial Cloud
services in [15], which focuses on measurement-based Cloud
service evaluation approaches.

The aforementioned research results are mainly based on
measurement and testing experiments conducted on some
particular types of computing Clouds that have been deployed
and offered to the public, such as Amazon EC2 services. Cloud
computing is a rapidly developing field in which new services as
well as new implementations of existing services keep emer-
ging. Measurement-based methods are not sufficient for deter-
mining the achievable performance of new Cloud services or
services with new configuration settings. Therefore, analytical
modeling and performance analysis techniques are necessary in
order to obtain thorough understanding about service perfor-
mance for general Cloud computing scenarios. This allows
service customers and service brokers to predict the achievable
service performance to discover and select the appropriate
Cloud services for various applications. Analytical methods may
also provide guidelines for Cloud service providers to manage
and configure resources for service provisioning.

Queueing theory has been applied to develop analytical
methods for evaluating Cloud service performance. Xiong
and Perros [16] modeled a Cloud computing system as an
open queue network consisting of two tandem servers with
finite buffer space. In order to study resource allocation for
meeting performance requirements of clients with different
priority levels, the authors of [17] modeled a Cloud data
center as an M/M/C/C queueing system, which has C servers
with no buffer space. Yang et al. developed an
M=M=m=mþr queueing model for Cloud data centers in
[18]. In this model both arrival time and service time are
assumed to be exponentially distributed and service
response time is broken into three independent parts:
waiting, service, and execution periods. Due to the com-
plexity of Cloud computing technologies and diversity of
user requests, developing exact models for Cloud service
systems is very difficult. In order to address this challenge,
Khazaei and his coauthors of [19] proposed an approximate
M=G=m=mþr queuing model for Cloud server farms and
solved it to obtain estimation of complete probability
distribution of service response time and other performance
indicators. This approximate model was extended in [20] to
reflect burst arrival process of Cloud data centers, which
leads to a M½x�=G=m=mþr queuing system where arrival
process is a sequence of super-tasks each of which consists
of a burst of tasks.

Although many research results indicate that networking
has a strong influence on Cloud service performance, the
aforementioned research works focus on evaluating perfor-
mance of Cloud data centers without sufficiently consider-
ing the impact of network performance on Cloud service
provisioning. On the other hand, although network perfor-
mance and QoS have been extensively studied, little
research that views networking as an integrated element
of Cloud service provisioning has been reported. Currently
available methods for performance analysis basically con-
sider computing and networking systems separately; thus
lacking a holistic vision for evaluating performance of
composite network–compute service provisioning in a
software-defined Cloud environment.

Traditional queueing analysis methods are all based on
some assumptions about certain implementation mechan-
isms of the studied systems such as a Cloud data center or a
networking system. However Cloud services and their
implementation technologies are changing rapidly. In addi-
tion, resource virtualization and service orientation in Cloud
computing and NaaS-based SDN decouple Cloud and network
services from their implementations and make the latter
transparent to applications. End users and service brokers
select, orchestrate, and access services without knowledge
of their detailed implementations. Therefore, traditional
queuing theory-based analysis methods are not general
enough for facing the challenges of evaluating composite
network-Cloud service performance.

Composite service delivery systems in a SDCE consist of
heterogeneous networking and computing systems with
diverse implementations. Therefore, the modeling and
analysis techniques for evaluating composite service per-
formance must be general and applicable to the wide
variety of systems coexisting in a SDCE. SOA for Cloud
service provisioning and NaaS-based SDN enable both com-
puting and networking resources to be abstracted as
services and decouple service functions from their imple-
mentations. This requires the modeling and analysis tech-
niques to be agnostic to the implementation technologies of
networking and computing systems for composite service
provisioning. Network calculus theory [21] has been applied
in performance evaluation of Grid network services [22] and
network virtualization [23,24]. In previous work [25,26], the
author explored application of network calculus to tackle
performance analysis for Cloud network services. In this
paper, such a novel idea is fully developed into a systematic
approach to modeling and analyzing composite network–
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compute service performance in order to meet the above
requirements.

4. Modeling composite network–compute
service provisioning systems

A typical delivery system for composite network–compute
services in SDCEs is shown in Fig. 3, which consists of
network services for forward and backward data transmis-
sions, compute services for data process in a Cloud data
center, and data transform functions between the data
transmissions and data process.

In order to receive performance guarantee from a
composite service, the end user must expect a certain level
QoS from both network and compute services. In general,
such QoS expectation can be defined in the Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) between the user and service providers.
Although SLAs may vary due to the diversity of services, it
typically includes a requirement on the minimum data
transport rate for network services and the minimum data
processing capacity for compute services.

In order to analyze the composite service performance,
one must examine the communication capability offered by
the network service and data processing capability provided
by the compute service. The methodology taken in this
paper is to first develop a general capability profile that can
model service capabilities of both network and compute
services, and then compose the capability profiles of the
two service components into one end-to-end profile that
models the service capability of the composite system. Such
a capability profile should give a lower bound of the amount
of service that a user can expect from the services (includ-
ing both network and compute services), should be inde-
pendent of implementation technologies of the underlying
networking and computing infrastructures, and should also
be easy to combine for modeling composite service cap-
abilities. In order to meet these requirements, the concept
of service curve from network calculus theory [21] is
employed in this paper for developing such a general and
flexible capability profile.

A capability profile for a service component can be
defined as follows. Let R(t) and E(t) respectively be the
accumulated amount of traffic that arrives at and departs
from a service component by time t. Given a non-negative,
non-decreasing function, Pð�Þ, where Pð0Þ ¼ 0, we say that
the service component has a capability profile P(t), if for
any tZ0 in the busy period of the service component

EðtÞZRðtÞ � PðtÞ ð1Þ
where � denotes the operation defined as x

�
tÞ � y

�
tÞ ¼

infs:0r sr t xðt�sÞþyðsÞ� �
.

The capability profile of a service component, which is
essentially a service curve of the component, is defined as a
network
service 1

end
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data
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Fig. 3 A typical delivery system for composite network–
compute service in SDCE.
general function of time that specifies service capability
through the relation between arrival and departure traffic
at the service component. Therefore such a profile is
independent of the implementations of service components,
thus is applicable to both network and compute service
components with various implementations.

The capability profiles defined in (1) gives a general
approach to modeling network and Cloud service capabil-
ities. In order to obtain a more tractable profile that can
characterize capabilities of typical network and compute
services, this paper defines a Latency-Rate (LR) profile for a
service component as follows. If a service component has a
capability profile

Pðr; θÞ ¼ r½t�θ�þ ð2Þ
where ½��þ is equal to its argument if it is positive and zero
otherwise; then the service component has a LR profile. The
θ and r are respectively called the latency and rate
parameters of the profile.

A LR profile can serve as the capability model for typical
network services. The QoS expectation of a typical network
service includes the minimum data transmission bandwidth
guaranteed to a service user, which is described by the rate
parameter r in a LR profile. Data communication in a
network also experiences a fixed delay that is independent
of traffic queuing behavior; for example signal propagation
delay, link transmission delay, router/switch processing
delay, etc. The latency parameter θ of a LR profile is to
characterize this part of fixed delay of a network service.

A LR profile can also characterize service capabilities of
typical computing systems. Cloud service providers typically
offer some certain service capacity units to users. For
example each type of virtual machine (called instance) in
Amazon EC2 provides a predictable amount of computing
capacity and I/O bandwidth. Each EC2 compute unit pro-
vides the equivalent CPU capacity of 1.0–1.2 GHz 2007
Opteron or 2007 Xeon processor. Amazon also claims an
internal I/O bandwidth of 250 Mb/s regardless of instance
type. The latency and rate parameters of the LR profile for a
Cloud service can be derived from the processing capacity
and I/O bandwidth information specified by its provider.

In order to represent the data transformation effect of
computing function provided by Cloud infrastructure, the
concepts of scaling function and scaling curve, which were
originally developed in [27] as an extension to network
calculus, are adopted in the model for composite network–
compute service provisioning systems.

A scaling function is defined as a function Sð�Þ that assigns
an amount of scaled data S(a) to an amount of data a. As
can be seen from the definition, scaling function is a general
concept for taking into account data transformation in a
system model. Note that it does not model any queuing
effect – a scaling function is assumed to have zero delay.
Queuing related effect of Cloud computing is modeled by
the service curve-based capability profile of the compute
service component.

Given a scaling function S, the function S is called a
(minimum) scaling curve of S iff 8bZ0 it applies that
SðbÞr infaZ0fSðbþaÞ�SðaÞg.

Applying the above defined capability profile and scaling
curve, a composite network–compute service provisioning
system can be modeled with capability profiles of network
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and compute service components and the scaling curves
that represent data transform between networking and
computing, as shown in Fig. 4. In this system the network
services for forward data transmission (from user to data
center) and backward data transmission (from data center
to user) are respectively modeled by the profiles Pn1ðtÞ and
Pn2ðtÞ. The compute service offered by the data center is
modeled by the profile PC(t). The scaling curve Sn2c models
data transform from forward transmission to computing
server while the scaling curve S c2n models data transform
from computing server to backward data transmission.
5. End-to-end capability profile for composite
network–compute services

This section presents a technique for integrating the cap-
ability profiles of all service components and scaling curves
in a composite network–compute service system into an
end-to-end profile. Such an end-to-end profile models the
service capability guaranteed by the service delivery system
to its end user, which forms the basis for analyzing delay
performance of composite network–compute services.

It is known from network calculus theory that the service
curve of a system consisting of a series of tandem servers
can be obtained from convolution of the service curves of
all these servers. The capability profile defined in (1) is
essentially the service curve of a service component.
However, due to the scaling curves for data transform
between networking and computing, the convolution opera-
tion cannot be directly applied to this model. In order to
solve this problem, the alternative scaled servers (Theorem
3.1 in [27]) are used to modify the system model so that an
end-to-end profile can be obtained through network calcu-
lus convolution.

Considering the two systems shown in Fig. 5, system
(a) consists of a server with service curve β whose output is
scaled with a scaling function S; and system (b) consists of a
scaling function S whose output is input to a server with a
service curve βS. It is proved in [27] that given system (a),
the lower bound of system (b) output function SðRÞ � βS is a
valid lower bound for the output function of system (a), if
βS ¼ SðβÞ. Given system (b), the lower bound of system
(a) output function SðR � βÞ is a valid lower bound for the
output function of system (b), if β¼ S �1ðβSÞ where S �1

stands for the inverse function of S.
Fig. 4 A profile-based capability model for composite net-
work–compute service provisioning.

Fig. 5 Alternative service systems with a scaling function.
This means in effect that performance bounds for systems
(b)/(a) under the respective assumption are also valid
bounds for system (a)/(b). Therefore, a scaling function
and a service component in a model can be switched
without changing performance bounds, as long as the
capability profile of the service component is transformed
using the scaling curve. In addition it is also shown in [27]
that performance bounds obtained in the alternative sys-
tems after the above switch operation remain tight.

Applying the above alternative server method in the
model shown in Fig. 4, network service 1 for forward data
transmission and the scaling function for network/compute
data transform can be switched without impacting the
performance bound guaranteed by the system, if the
capability profile of network service 1 is transformed to
PS
n1 ¼ Sn2cðPn1Þ. Similarly, the scaling function for compute/

network data transform and network service 2 for backward
data transmission can be switched, if the capability profile
of network service 2 is transformed to PS

n2 ¼ S �1
c2n ðPn2Þ. Then

the composite service system has the alternative model as
shown in Fig. 6.

Since the capability profile defined in (1) is essentially the
service curve of a service component, the capability profiles
for both network service components (for forward and
backward data transmissions) and the compute service
component can be integrated into one profile using the
convolution operation defined in network calculus. There-
fore, the end-to-end capability profile for the composite
system, denoted by Pe2eðtÞ, can be determined as

Pe2eðtÞ ¼ Sn2cðPn1ðtÞÞ � PCðtÞ � S �1
c2n ðPn2ðtÞÞ: ð3Þ

Suppose each service component in a composite network–
compute system has a LR profile; that is, Pn1 ¼P½r1; θ1�,
PC ¼P½rC; θC�, and Pn2 ¼P½r2; θ2�. Then the transformed
profile for network service 1 is

PS
n1 ¼ Sn2cðPn1Þ ¼P½Sn2cðr1Þ; θ1� ð4Þ

and the transformed profile for network service 2 will be

PS
n2 ¼ S �1

c2n ðPn2Þ ¼P½S �1
c2n ðr2Þ; θ2�: ð5Þ

Then it can be proved that the end-to-end capability
profile of the composite service provisioning system is

Pe2e ¼ Sn2cðP½r1; θ1�Þ � P½rC; θC� � S �1½Pðr2; θ2Þ�
¼P½Sn2cðr1Þ; θ1� � P½rC; θC� � P½S �1

c2n ðr2Þ; θ2�
¼P½re; θe� ð6Þ

where

re ¼min Sn2cðr1Þ; rC;S �1
c2n ðr2Þ

n o
; θe ¼ θ1þθCþθ2: ð7Þ

Eqs. (6) and (7) imply that for a composite network–
compute service provisioning system, if all service compo-
nents, including both forward and backward network
Fig. 6 Alternative model for composite network–compute
service provisioning.



Fig. 7 End-to-end delay model for composite network-Cloud
service provisioning.
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services and the compute service, can be modeled by LR
profiles, then the end-to-end service capability of the
composite provisioning system can also be modeled by a
LR profile with the network/compute scaling curve in front
of it and the compute/network scaling curve behind it. The
latency parameter of the end-to-end LR profile is the
summation of latency parameters of all service components
in the system. The service rate parameter of the end-to-end
LR profile is determined by the minimum value of the Cloud
service rate and the transformed service rates of forward
and backward network services.

Suppose the data transform between network and com-
pute services can be characterized by a piece-wise linear
scaling curve SðaÞ ¼mini ¼ 1;⋯Nfpiaþqig, then S �1 bð Þ ¼
maxi ¼ 1;⋯N

1
pi
½b�qi�þ

n o
. Therefore, the transformed cap-

ability profile for network services 1 and 2 will be

PS
n1 ¼ S

�
Pn1Þ ¼ min

i ¼ 1;⋯N
pi½r1ðt�θ1Þ�þqi

� � ð8Þ

and

PS
n2 ¼ S �1 Pn2ð Þ ¼ max

i ¼ 1;⋯N

1
pi
½r2ðt�θ2Þ�qi�þ

� �
ð9Þ

6. Delay performance analysis for composite
network–compute service provisioning

Based on the service model presented in the preceding
section, this section will develop a delay analysis technique
for composite network–compute service provisioning. The
analysis focuses on the maximum service response delay
(between the time instants when a user sends out a request
to the Cloud data center and receives the corresponding
response), which is a significant performance parameter for
high-performance Cloud applications.

Delay analysis for a service provisioning system needs an
approach to characterizing the load on the system since a
system with a certain service capacity achieves different
levels of delay performance under different loads. Due to
the diversity in traffic generated by various Cloud applica-
tions, a general profile is needed to specify the load for
composite service systems. The concept of arrival curve
from network calculus is employed here to define a general
load profile as follows.

Let R(t) denote the accumulated amount of traffic that
arrives at the entry of a composite network–compute
service provisioning system by any time instant t. Given a
non-negative, non-decreasing function, Lð�Þ, the service
system is said to have a load profile LðtÞ if for all time
instants s and t such that 0osot

RðtÞ�RðsÞrLðt�sÞ: ð10Þ
A load profile gives an upper bound for the amount of traffic
that the end user can load on a service provisioning system.
Since the profile is defined as a general function of time, it
can be used to describe traffic load generated by any
application.

Currently most QoS-capable networking systems apply
traffic regulation mechanisms at network boundaries to
shape arrival traffic from end users. The traffic regulators
that are most commonly used in practice are leaky buckets.
A networking session constrained by a leaky bucket con-
troller has a traffic load profile

L½p; ρ; σ� ¼min pt; σþρt
� �

; ð11Þ
where p, ρ, and σ are respectively called the peak rate,
sustained rate, and maximal burst size for the traffic.

The maximum service delay guaranteed by a composite
network–compute system to an end user is determined by
two factors: (i) service capacity offered by the system to
the user, which is modeled by the end-to-end capability
profile; and (ii) characteristic of the traffic that the user
loads the system, which is described by a load profile. The
entry of the composite network–compute service system
where user applications load the system is the boundary of
the forward networking system; therefore the traffic load
for forward data transmission is the load of the composite
service system. Based on the alternative model given in
Fig. 6, service delay performance is determined by the end-
to-end profile Pe2eðtÞ because scaling functions do not
introduce any delay. Due to the network/compute scaling
curve Sn2c in front of the end-to-end profile, the actual load
that determines service delay performance should be
characterized by a transformed load profile LSðtÞ ¼
Sn2cðLðtÞÞ, as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, given the end-
to-end capability profile Pe2eðtÞ of a composite network–
compute service system, the maximum service delay dmax

guaranteed by the system to the user can be determined as

dmax ¼ max
t:tZ0

min δ : δZ0 Sn2cðLðtÞÞrPe2eðtþδÞ
n on o

: ð12Þ

Suppose a composite network–compute system has a LR
profile for each service component and a leaky-bucket load
profile L½p; ρ; σ�, then the transformed load profile for the
system is Sn2cðL½p; ρ; σ�Þ. Following (6) and (11), the maximum
service delay guaranteed by this system can be determined as

dmax ¼ θΣþ
Sn2cðpÞ

re
�1

� � Sn2cðσÞ
Sn2cðpÞ�Sn2cðρÞ

ð13Þ

where θΣ ¼ θn1þθn2þθC is the total service latency including
round-trip network latency and latency of the compute service.

The latency parameter of a LR profile for a network service
reflects a system property of the network that may be seen as
the worst-case delay experienced by the first traffic bit in a
busy period of a networking session. Therefore, this parameter
can be estimated based on link transmission delay and packet
processing delay, if signal propagation delay is assumed to be
ignorable; that is, θffiL=rþL=R, where L and R are respec-
tively the maximum packet length and maximum link rate of
the network service.

Suppose the forward and backward networks services of
the composite network–compute service provisioning system
have identical link rate R and packet length L, then the
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maximum response delay performance of the composite
service becomes

dmax ¼ L
X
i ¼ 1;2

1
ri
þ 1

Ri

� �
þθCþ

p
re

�1
� �

σ

p�ρ
: ð14Þ
7. Numerical results

This section gives numerical examples for illustrating appli-
cations of the developed modeling and analysis techniques.
Considering the service provisioning system as shown in
Fig. 2, in which an end user transmits data to a Cloud data
center for processing and then receives the processed data
back from the Cloud. Based on the measurement results
reported in [2,3], traffic parameters of the load profile for
this testing case are assumed to be 320 Mb/s, 120 Mb/s, and
200 kbits for the peak rate, sustained rate, and burst size
respectively. For simplicity, forward and backward data
transmissions are assumed to be provided by the same
network service with a 10 Gb/s link capacity and a packet
length of 1500 bytes.

A communication intensive service scenario was first
examined. In this scenario data transform from forward
transmission to the computing server decreases the load
with a scaling factor Sn2c ¼ 1=4 and data transform from
computing server to backward transmission increases the
load with a scaling factor Sc2n ¼ 2. The impacts of network
service rate and computing server capacity on the maximum
service delay were analyzed and the obtained results are
shown in Fig. 8. In this scenario we considered two cases in
which latency parameters of the computing server are
150 μs and 300 μs. The obtained end-to-end delay upper
bounds for both cases are denoted respectively as de

c1 and
de
c2 in Fig. 8. From this figure we can see that both curves

drop with increasing network service rate, which indicates
that leasing more bandwidth from the network service
providers may significantly improve end-to-end delay per-
formance for composite service provisioning. Comparing the
two curves of de

c1 and de
c2 shows that given the same network

service rate, smaller server latency may give a tighter end-
Fig. 8 End-to-end service delay vs. network service rate for a
communication intensive application.
to-end delay bound but its impact is not as significant as
that of increasing network bandwidth.

The relationship between the maximum service delay and
available computing capacity in this scenario was also
analyzed with a given network service rate. The obtained
results are plotted in Fig. 9, in which de

n1, de
n2, and de

n3
respectively denote the service delay bounds when network
service rate is 150, 200, and 250 Mbps. The three curves in
Fig. 9 are all basically flat, which implies that given a
certain network service rate, increasing computing server
capacity has almost no impact on the maximum end-to-end
delay of this service case. Comparing the three delay curves
in Fig. 9 shows that higher network service rate gives lower
service delay. This is because data transmission between
user and the computing server forms a service bottleneck in
this scenario that determines the worst-case delay perfor-
mance; therefore allocating more server capacity in data
center does not help improving end-to-end delay perfor-
mance. Notice that Fig. 8 indicates that less latency at the
computing server does help reducing service delay to a
certain degree. However, this latency parameter is mainly
determined by data center implementation such as hard-
ware and operating system speed, which cannot be easily
reduced. Therefore, the above results shown in Figs. 8 and 9
tell us that for such communication intensive services,
leasing sufficient bandwidth from network service providers
instead of purchasing more computing service capacity is
the most effective strategy for achieving an end-to-end
service delay guarantee.

Then we examined a computing intensive service scenario
in which data transforms between network and compute
services increase the load for data processing with a scaling
factor Sn2c ¼ 2 and decrease the load for data transmission
with a scaling factor Sc2n ¼ 1=4. For this scenario the end-
to-end delay upper bounds achieved with different network
service rates were analyzed and the results are plotted in
Fig. 10. The delay bounds were obtained with three
computing capacity values, rc ¼ 100, 125, and 150 Mbps,
and their delay bounds are denoted as de

c1, de
c2, and de

c3
respectively in Fig. 10. All three curves in this figure drop
only slightly with increasing network service rate, which
implies that leasing more bandwidth from network service
Fig. 9 End-to-end service delay vs. compute server capacity
for a communication intensive application.



Fig. 10 End-to-end service delay vs. network service rate for
a computing intensive application.

Fig. 11 End-to-end service delay vs. compute server capacity
for a computing intensive application.
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makes little contribution to reducing end-to-end service
delay in this scenario. Comparing the three delay curves
shows that for a given network service rate, increasing
compute service capacity may significantly improve end-to-
end service delay performance in this scenario.

The end-to-end service delay bounds with various com-
pute service capacities are given in Fig. 11, in which de

n1,
de
n2, de

n3 denote the delay bounds obtained with 100, 150,
and 200 Mbps network service rates. This figure shows that
maximum delay of the composite service decreases signifi-
cantly with increasing compute service capacity, which
confirms the observation we obtained from Fig. 10. Fig. 11
also shows that the three delay curves are very close to
each other although not completely overlap, which implies
that given the same compute service capacity, different
amounts of network bandwidth do not change the delay
bound much. The results shown in Figs. 10 and 11 indicate
that in this scenario computing server capacity is the
decisive factor for the maximum service delay and increas-
ing network service rate only has minor contribution to
delay performance improvement. This is because the com-
pute service forms a bottleneck for this computing intensive
scenario; therefore obtaining sufficient computing capacity
in the data center is the key to achieving end-to-end delay
guarantee for the composite service.

8. Conclusions

The crucial role of networking in Cloud computing requires a
holistic vision of both networking and computing resources
in a software-defined Cloud environment, which leads to
composition of network and compute service provisioning.
The research presented in this paper studies the problem of
modeling and performance analysis for composite network–
compute service provisioning systems. The main contribu-
tions made in this paper include a new approach to
modeling service capabilities of composite network–com-
pute service systems and analysis techniques for evaluating
delay performance of composite network–compute services.
Application of the recent development in network calculus
with data scaling makes the modeling and analysis techni-
ques developed in this paper general and agnostic to
network and Cloud implementations; thus are applicable
to various heterogeneous networking and computing sys-
tems coexisting in a Cloud environment for composite
network–compute service provisioning. Both analytical and
numerical results obtained in this paper indicate that
capacities of network and compute services as well as the
data transform factors between these two types of services
have direct impact on delay performance of composite
services. The developed model and analysis techniques
provide Cloud service customers, service brokers, and
service providers with an effective tool for evaluating
achievable service performance in software-defined Cloud
environments.
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